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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST – 4th Quarter 2020
The following is listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WRGT, Dayton Ohio, along with the most significant programming treatment for those issues for the 4th

Quarter period, 10/1/2020-12/31/2020. The listing is by no means exhaustive . The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Regular Programs

 
 

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE REGULAR PROGRAMS DATE TIME DURATION NARRATION of Type and Description

Police Reform Timeline Fox 45 10/1/2020 10:07pm .45

Frustrations are mounting tonight over proposed police reform in
Dayton. Committee members are telling us that change isn't

happening quick enough. Both the City of Dayton and committee
members agree it could be March before all of the proposals are in for

police reform in Dayton. Bishop Richard Cox is a member of the
training committee for the Dayton Police Reform Group. He is worried
it may be March before his proposals are considered and even bigger
fear those proposals are denied. Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley says the

group is on track. She says Dayton Police Officers will have body
cameras within the next year. Mayor Whaley says some of the
committees will take longer to come up with recommendations

because they are more complex. Dayton City Commission has 30
days after each recommendation is made to respond.

Addiction Help:Family support,
Running & Recovery, New

Medical Treatment
Straight Talk 10/4/2020 6:00a.m. 30:00

This is a new program called "Opioid-Impacted Family Support
Program" for families effected by opioids and other substance abuse
disorders McCord Henry will tell his story of addiction and recovery,
and how running has impacted his life in recovery. Casey Bright,
Executive Director of the  Midwest Recovery Center will discuss the
new medical treatments being used to combat opiate addiction.
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UD Cases Spread Fox 45 10/8/2020 10:10p.m. .27

The University of Dayton is announcing today it is seeing a growing
spread of COVID-19 cases in 5 of its residence halls. The University
also says it is seeing a growing number of asymptomatic students
through random testing. UD is describing the spread as an Uptick in
numbers, keeping the campus at "Status 2 Localized." School officials
say that is because right now they believe they are going to be able to
isolate and contain outbreaks, with a high degree of confidence.

Fairborn Bus Update Fox 45 10/16/2020 10:03p.m. .35

Now to a story we have been following all week, busing problems
have plagued Fairborn City Schools. According to a statement from
the district, the Board and DPS Labor Union have agreed to resolve
the request for an "Unauthorized Strike Determination," prior to a
state employee relations board hearing. Earlier this week, bus service
were disrupted due to a high percentage of the districts approximately
50 bus drivers calling in sick. As part of the resolution, the board and
labor union both agreed that there was an interruption to district
operations because of a high amount of absences. The Labor Union
has agreed to continue to commit to not unlawfully encouraging any
work stoppage, slow down or interruption.
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DeWine BWC Dividend Fox 45 10/28/2020 10:14p.m. .45

Ohio Governor Mike DeWine is asking the State's Bureau of Workers
Compensation to approve a five billion dollar dividend to help
businesses during the pandemic. Governor DeWine is holding a news
conference today to announce the plan. He says the previous
dividends have been paid to businesses. This includes more than 1.5
billion dollars in April and just above 1.3 billion this month. DeWine
says businesses need more help and he wants the additional five
billion to be distributed in December. The checks would range from
hundreds of dollars for small businesses to millions of dollars for the
largest of companies and agencies. The plan still needs to be
approved by the BWC Board of Directors.

Addiction and Recovery Straight Talk 11/1/2020 6:00a.m. 30:00

The segments speaks on the Partnership to End Addiction and also
Parenting during the COVID Pandemic, where the guest was
Creighton Drury CEO, The final segment was with Alex "Lucky"
Rajamountry, who is a recovering addict that is from Toledo, Ohio
and is now 10 months clean.
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No HauntFest Fox 45 11/2/2020 10:15p.m. .45

Halloween is in the books and as we now head into the winter months
The Oregon District is preparing for the worst. Typically nearly 20,000
people pack the downtown neighborhood for festive fun but because
of the coronavirus pandemic, this year's haunt fest was cancelled.
After a devasting 2019 and an even worse 2020, business has been
down all across 5th street. The Corner Kitchen closed earlier this
year. However The Oregon District Business Association says there
was no question that Haunt Fest had to go. Regardless it was a tough
decision especially considering the revenue it brings in and what
another hit could mean for business. Business owners say Halloween
typically marks the end of its outdoor season. However Ned Peppers
says they were already starting to see a decline in sales even before
this weekend.

Overwhelmed by Covid Fox 45 11/13/2020 10:01p.m. .45

With cases skyrocketing and still potentially worsening, Public Health
Departments are sounding the alarm. They say they are having to
work around the clock simply to keep up with the demands. Most
districts are expanding their staffs, hiring more full-time workers, or
even bringing in other staff to contact trace. Clark County says its
backlogged 300 contact tracing cases since its most recent spike
started. Other public health districts say they are seeing similar
delays. The Health Districts say they will leave a voicemail so you
know it is not a scam. They are asking everyone to make sure their
voicemail box is set up. They also say you can help the process by
immediately notifying your close contacts as soon as you test
positive.
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Thanksgiving Food Drive Fox 45 11/22/2020 10:04p.m. .25

The Miami Valley has seen an increase in need for food since the
pandemic. Today Crossroads Church held a Thanksgiving Food Drive
for those who wouldn't be able to have dinner on the holiday. The
church created a Thanksgiving dinner shopping list online for families.
Those who wanted to donate would go shopping and get all the items
on the list, then box it up and take it to Crossroads. Dozens of people
in our community participated to make todays turnout great. This year
was the 25th year of the food drive. Pastor Reedier says that if you
are still interested in ways to donate head to Crossroads.net/tfd

Rural Hospital Concerns Fox 45 11/30/2020 10:07p.m. .55

As we see the surge in COVID-19 cases across the state, we know
hospitals ae overwhelmed with patients as well, but how are the
hospitals in our rural communities doing? The Health Commissioner
at the Darke County Health Department says Wayne Healthcare is
the only Hospital in the County. Health Officials there are saying
they've come up with a comprehensive plan to serve patients during
this pandemic, but like hospitals across the country they are feeling
the strain. Freeman says an instrumental resource has been the
hospital's affiliation with the Greater Dayton Area Hospital
Association, which consists of 29 hospitals and health organizations
in 11 Ohio Counties. The hospitals in those counties work together to
combine resources where needed.
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DeWine Vaccine Distribution Fox 45 12/1/2020 10:05p.m .43

Today, Governor DeWine toured the Ohio Department of Health's
Receipt Store, and Stage Warehouse, where the Pfizer  Vaccine will
be redistributed to counties throughout Ohio. The vaccine will be
shipped directly to Ohio's 10 prepositioned hospital sites. As vaccine
supply increases, additional providers will receive direct shipments for
smaller counties in need. O-D-H has been preparing for the vaccine
for months and has been running daily drills with prototypes to
repackage the vaccine in smaller units. When vaccines are ready to
be shipped, they must be removed from storage and repackaged with
dry ice in under two minutes. The will be delivered to providers within
six hours.

The State of Opioid Misuse and
Recovery Straight Talk 12/6/2020 6:00a.m. 30:00

These segments included Steve Schuh who is director of the Opioid
Operation Command Center, Patricia Earnest who is a recovering
addict, and Kevin Hourigan who is also a recovering addict and a
behavioral health technician. They discussed way opioids are
misused and the road to recovery.
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Surge in Cases Expected Fox 45 12/11/2020 10:08p.m. .67

Today marks exactly 2 weeks since Thanksgiving Day an anniversary
that many health officials say could bring surge in corovirus cases.
Meanwhile with more holidays fast approaching, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention is asking everyone to stay home this
year. They are asking this as the US approaches a grim record of
COVID-19 deaths. Since the start of the pandemic, Ohio has had
more than 30,000 COVID-19 hospitalizations. Over the last 3 weeks
the state averages 356 a day. Doctors in our ares say this surge is
due to Thanksgiving gatherings. Doctor Zach Jenkins is an infectious
disease expert at Cedarville University. He says only 20% of ICU
hospital beds in the state are available right now. He predicts there
will be another sharp increase of cases after Christmas this year.
Since the start of the pandemic, Ohio has had more that 30,000
COVID-19 hospitalizations. and over the last three weeks, the state
averages 356 a day.

ODNR Officer Shot Fox 45 12/21/2020 10:10p.m. .26

Three men are facing charges tonight after an Ohio Department of
Natural Resources Officer is shot while investigating a deer poaching
complaint. Officials say Wildlife Officer Kevin Behr, was shot on
Sunday. Tonight, Brian Liming of Xenia, Thomas Davis of
Jamestown, and Brian Ackerman of Midland, are all charged in
connection with the shooting. According to the Clinton County
Sheriff's Office, Behr is stable and his injuries are not life threatening.
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Urgent Vaccines Fox 45 12/31/2020 10:03p.m. .56

There is a new nationwide push to roll out vaccines faster. Here in
Ohio, Governor Mike DeWine is now asking hospitals to administer
the vaccines to employees within 24 hours upon arrival. However
area hospitals say that's just not possible. Premier Health says the
quick turnaround would become a logistical and personnel nightmare.
The hospital system just received its first batch of Moderna Vaccines
last week and is administering 23 hundred doses. However, they
have over 13,000 employees to vaccinate. In order for Premier Health
to vaccinate all 13,000 employees, giving each employee two doses,
that alone will require a total of 26,000 vaccines.. If they continue
vaccinating 23,000 employees a week, it will take around three
months to vaccinate all employees.

Public Service Announcements
Station WRGT, Dayton, Ohio aired 4,523 public service announcements and during this quarter, covering a number of topics that range from education, health, public safety, etc.

These public service announcements air at various times and may run anywhere from 0:05 seconds to 0:60 seconds in length. Station WRGT regularly airs public notice
announcements notifying the public about the availability of children's programming, equal employment opportunity, and public lie reports. Weather alerts and announcements are

regularly broadcasted and posted on WRGT and www.www.dayton247.com on an as needed basis. . Station WRGT is a participation station in our area's Emergency Alert
System

Pinktober Locally Produced 10/1/20-
10/31/20

In
Rotation 15-30

The station created PSA's to assist in raising funds and awareness
for the Women's Wellness Fund, that benefits in helping women who
need screenings, treatment, and care during their cancer journey.
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Humane Society Telethon Locally Produced 11/1/20-
11/20/20

In
Rotation .15-.30

The station created PSA's to assiist in promoting funds for the care of
animals that need to be adopted. The station also particiapted in the
telethone to raise money for the Humaine Society.

For The Love of Children Locally Produced 11/1/20-
12/25/20

In
Rotation .15-.30

PSA's were made on behalf of For the Love of Children which a non-
profit that reaches out to the public to donate non-perishable foods
and toys for those in need for the Thanksgiving and Christmas
Holiday.
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